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HOw TO MAP wASTE dEPOSITS 
uSINg rESISTIvITy ANd IP
With the knowledge we have today we are aware that there are a number of actions 
that has to be taken when a landfill is to be closed and filled over, but this has not  
always been the case. Many closed landfills were just filled and covered with soil and 
then left as they were. As cities grow old landfills that used to be far from urban areas 
may now be close to cities, or even within them. On the surface of the old landfill  
everything appears to be fine, but beneath it lies buried waste that might be causing 
serious environmental problems.

Problem
Old landfills often have high concentra-
tions of heavy metals, nutrients and 
organic substances in the ground and as 
they seldom were constructed with con-
tainment as an objective they risk pol-
luting both surrounding groundwater 
and downstream surface water. For en-
vironmental protection and land re-use 
purposes there are therefore a number 
of issues that needs to be investigated 
and considered, e.g. how much waste is 
buried, at which depth is it located and 
the status of soil covers. 

Solution
Resistivity imaging is a method which 
is great for mapping the geological and 
hydrogeological properties  
of the ground, but as waste may  
have a high variation of resistivity  
it can be difficult differentiating waste 
from the surrounding soil by only doing 
resistivity measurements. Buried waste 
and leakage from it often have a high 
concentration of ions resulting in high 
chargeability. 

using the ABeM 
teRRAMeteR Ls cOMpARed 

tO A diFFeRent systeM FOR 
A cOMBined Resistivity 

And ip MeAsuReMent 
WiLL nOt OnLy sAve yOu 
MOney, it WiLL Be eAsieR 

tO use And incReAse FieLd 
eFFiciency. 

out, only doing one 2d measurement 
will not give complete information 
of the landfill. it is therefore strongly 
recommended performing measure-
ments in such a way that a 3d dataset is 
achieved. With a 3d dataset even small 
variations in geology and waste compo-
sition may be seen and will give much 
more information on the status of the 
old landfill. 

chargeability can be measured by do-
ing time-domain induced polarisation 
(ip) measurements and can easily be 
combined with resistivity measure-
ments. the method to combine resistiv-
ity and ip has proven to be successful 
for getting the most information about 
both the soil and the waste. As landfills 
often cover big areas and the content 
of the waste never is evenly spread 
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A 2d or 3d resistivity measurement is 
performed by having a high number of 
steel electrodes inserted in the ground. 
the electrodes are connected to multi 
conductor cables that have one connec-
tion point for every electrode. the ca-
bles are then connected to the resistiv-
ity meter. the number of electrodes and 
cables can vary depending on how the 
resistivity system is configured. As the 
system consists of a built-in automatic 
electrode selector no additional move-
ment of electrodes is required once the 
field setup is finished and data collec-
tion is started.

For ip measurements the field setup 
looks very similar, but traditionally steel 
electrodes cannot be used as sponta-
neous potential (sp) effects caused by 
steel electrodes may cause data qual-
ity to be bad. instead a special type of 
electrode called non polarizable elec-
trodes has to be used. non polarizable 
electrodes cannot be used for current 

transmission, so this means that to 
do ip measurements traditionally an 
extra set of electrodes are needed. As 
most non polarizable electrodes are 
filled with a special fluid that regularly 
needs to be changed, not only does the 
initial investment increase but also the 
maintenance costs. the field procedure 
also becomes more difficult and time 
consuming as two types of electrodes 
must be used.

iP with Steel electrodeS
the ABeM terrameter Ls has a unique 
design of its measurement channels 
which makes it possible to do ip meas-
urements with steel electrodes and still 
achieve great data quality. so using the 
ABeM terrameter Ls compared to a dif-
ferent system for a combined resistivity 
and ip measurement will not only save 
you money needed for accessories and 
maintenance, it will be easier to use and 
increase field efficiency. 

Field procedure

A higher SignAl to noiSe rAtio
the ABeM terrameter Ls can also use 
an array called Multiple gradient array. 
Just as the schlumberger and Wenner 
array the Multiple gradient is a nested 
array, which means that the potential 
electrodes are always positioned within 
the current electrodes. Because of 
that the signal to noise ratio is much 
higher compared to other arrays such as 
dipole-dipole or pole-dipole. A higher 
signal to noise ratio gives much better 
chances of achieving data with good 
quality when measuring small input 
signals. As the input signals for ip meas-
urements typically are very, very small 
this is a great advantage for getting 
good data quality for ip measurements. 
using the Multiple gradient array the 
ABeM terrameter Ls can take up to 12 
measurements for every current injec-
tion, making it a very quick array and 
a good way of keeping expensive field 
time to a minimum.

Terrameter LS

Old landFills OFten have high 
cOncentratiOns OF heavy metals, nutrients 

and Organic substances in the grOund.
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2d vS 3d meASurementS
the difference between a 2d and a 3d 
measurement is that for a 2d measure-
ment the cables are put on the ground 
in one straight line, resulting in a 2d 
dataset with information only straight 
beneath the measure line. For a 3d 
measurement a number of parallel ca-
bles are put on the ground, resulting in 
a 3d dataset with information covering 
the volume beneath all of the cables. 
the advantage of a 3d dataset is that 
there is much more information availa-
ble, making it possible to interpret and 
map the waste with much higher detail. 
the disadvantage is that it requires a 
lot of equipment and therefore will 
be very expensive. But there is a way, 
sometimes called 2.5d, to achieve the 
same result as from a 3d measurement 
using only a 2d resistivity/ip system. 

how to conduct  
A 2,5d meASurement
A 2.5d measurement starts with doing 
a regular 2d measurement, but once 
that measure line is finished the cable 
spread is moved so that it is placed in 
parallel with the original position. A 
second 2d measurement is done with 
the new position for the cable spread.  
When the second measure line is fin-
ished the cable spread is then moved 
again, so that it is being positioned 
parallel to the second measure line. 
A third 2d measurement can then be 
performed. the process of moving the 
cable spread and collecting additional 
2d measurements can be continued 
as long as needed, there is no upper 
limit for how many measure lines can 
be taken. the 2d datasets can then 
be merged and interpreted as one 3d 

dataset. the 2.5d measurement is a 
simple way to keep investments to a 
minimum but still be able to collect big 
3d datasets. in addition to costing less, 
it is also much more convenient to han-
dle and operate when in the field.

the ABeM terrameter Ls’s user interface 
makes it very easy managing a meas-
urement project, even when including 
a high number of measurement lines. 
each 2d dataset can be viewed sepa-
rately, as a slice of the total volume, or 
exported and merged to be interpreted 
as a 3d dataset.

Terrameter LS

the pROcess FOR 2.5d MeAsuReMents : 
pARALLeL 2d MeAsuRe Lines ARe cOLLected, As MAny As needed tO cOveR the suRvey AReA 

With chOsen ResOLutiOn.  the 2d pROFiLes cAn then Be MeRged And inveRsed As A  
3d dAtAset using sOFtWARes such As Res3dinv. the inveRsed 3d dAtAset MAy Be 

pResented As A 3d MOdeL using visuALizAtiOn tOOLs such As vOxLeR

the advantage of 3d
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example of a combined resistivity and iP survey

A combined resistivity and ip survey 
was done on an old landfill in Jo-
hannesburg, south Africa by Lund 
university, the swedish geotechnical 
institute and the university of the 
Witwatersrand. it had been conclud-
ed by groundwater sampling that 
the groundwater outside of the old 
landfill was contaminated. the objec-
tive with the survey was to develop 
a method that could be used for de-
tection of leachate contamination of 
the geohydrological system close to 
a landfill.

to get as much information as possi-
ble a 2.5d survey consisting of eleven 
parallel 2d measure lines was done. 
As depth requirements was only 
about 30 meters a cable spread with 
2 meter electrode spacing was used 
to obtain highest possible data reso-
lution. the Multiple gradient array 
was chosen to get as good data qual-
ity as possible and to make measure-
ments quicker.

the results from the resistivity and 
ip survey was compared to results of 
groundwater sampling and to results 
from previous investigations, and 
showed that the method of combin-
ing resistivity and ip measurements 
could successfully be used for detect-
ing contamination of groundwater 
and to locate buried waste. the 
results also showed that the method 
could be used for mapping leachate 
plume migration.

the LOWeR MOdeL shOWs the ip ResuLts And With this AdditiOnAL inFORMAtiOn 
the WAste cAn eAsiLy Be identiFied As its chARgeABiLity is signiFicAntLy higheR 
thAt the suRROunding sOiL.

the LOW Resistivity in the LOWeR Right pARt OF the uppeR MOdeL cOuLd 
indicAte thAt theRe is A FAuLt, pOssiBLy LeAking LeAchAte WAteR intO the 
gROund WAteR.

MOdeL sectiOns With Resistivity And ip FROM One OF the 
eLeven 2d MeAsuReMent Lines.

the uppeR MOdeL sectiOn shOWs the Resistivity ResuLts And it cAn cLeARLy 
Be seen thAt By using Resistivity ALOne it is nOt pOssiBLe tO detect WheRe the 
WAste is LOcAted As the WAste LOcAted in the Right pARt OF the sectiOn hAs 
AppROxiMAteLy the sAMe Resistivity As the sOiL in the LeFt pARt OF the sectiOn.
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